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Summary
Is your business poised to blast above your current expectations? Are you ready to take action to heighten your
leadership performance?
For more than two decades, I have helped executives improve success ratios, productivity, ROI and ROE. My
clients include Fortune 500 companies such as Crown Holdings, IBM, and Time Warner, as well as many
smaller business entities.
When problems and obstacles go unsolved, they prevent optimal operations and results. Asking and answering
precisely the right questions is sometimes all it takes to develop a leader’s ability to identify and resolve a
business dilemma.
That’s where I step in. In addition to consulting and mentoring executives and entrepreneurs, I have served as
CEO of four companies, where I have improved leadership practices, implemented significant efficiencies,
increased lines of credit, and preserved relationships through pragmatic and compassionate management.
My unique and confidential approach of guided dialogue and best practices teaches leaders to lead themselves
so they get their careers back on track. Work with me to work smarter. Reduce stress by conquering challenges
such as:
• Distractions
• Low Productivity
• Employee Retention
• Overdue Work
• Out-of-control Budgets
• Mismanaged Projects
Leaders who manage these issues in turn drive their company to solve problems and create higher levels of
individual and organizational productivity. Most important, they become free to enjoy business again.
For more information about my company GeniusOne, please visit GeniusOne.com or read my book, Stop
Telling... Start Leading! The Art of Managing People by Asking Questions (ISBN: 0977405605).
When you are ready to take action to improve your leadership performance, call 407.512.1098 for a
conversation about your requirements.
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Skills & Expertise
Business Strategy
Start-ups
Strategic Planning
Management Consulting
Team Building
Public Speaking
Coaching
Business Planning
Mentoring
Business Management
Team Leadership
Leadership Development
Executive Coaching
Team Management
Productivity
Efficiency
Time Management
Budgetary Control
Personnel Management

Education
Fernuniversität Hagen
Computer science; Economics, 1987 - 1997

Interests
American Football coach
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Contact Frank on LinkedIn
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